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Task Definition: Long-term Action Anticipation (LTA)

● Given video observations, the LTA task aims to predict future actions of the person in long time spans.
● Different benchmarks has different task setup and metrics:

○ Ego4D LTA (order-specific): edit distance
○ EK-55/GAZE (order-agnostic): mean average precision

Observed Video 
Future Actions

{cut cheese, …, put cheese}



Question 1: Can we infer goals from LLMs that are helpful for LTA?

1. Can LLMs infer reasonable goals from 
observations?

2. Does inferring goals from LLM 
improve models’ ability to predict 
future actions?

● Bottom-up LTA: Predict the next actions auto-regressively from previous actions
E.g. predicting next action such as “mix eggs” from history actions “crack eggs”.

● Top-down LTA: Infer the goal of the actor, then predict future actions to accomplish the goal.
E.g. Predict next actions based on history actions and a long-term goal “making egg fried rice”.



Question 2: Can LLMs help model temporal dynamics? 

Stretch dough Sprinkle flour Roll rolling-pin

Pre-trained Large Language Model

LLMs demonstrated strong ability for sequence modeling and generation. How can we utilize it for LTA?

Vision

Text



AntGPT: what is a good interface to interact with LLMs?

We use CLIP embeddings to train a transformer-based action recognition model to output action labels

We then preprocess the action labels into text tokens to perform fine-tuning or build prompt for ICL.



Can LLM generate goals from action observations?

● Bottom-up LTA: Predict the next actions 
solely from previous actions

● Top-down LTA: Infer the goal of the actor, 
then predict future actions to accomplish 
the goal.



Do goals inferred by LLM benefit LTA?



Do goals reasoned by LLM benefit LTA?

Inferred goals lead to consistent improvements for the top-down 
approach, especially for the rare actions of EK-55 and Gaze.



Do goals reasoned by LLM benefit LTA?



Can LLMs Model Temporal Dynamics?

Vision Model
(CNN/Transformer…) wash potato,...,put potato, fry potato

a) LTA with vision models: classification

LLM “wash potato”,...,“put potato”, “fry potato”

b) LTA as text sequence completion

“sharpen knife”,...,“cut potato”, “wash potato”



Can LLMs Model Temporal Dynamics?

LLM largely outperforms from-scratched transformers with vision inputs, indicating its 
advantages on temporal modeling and the effectiveness of using actions as discrete 
representations.



LLMs benefit from Language Priors

Action Labels:
take photo, …, open door

Shuffled Labels:
open potato, …, eat mask

Label Indices:
3 21, …, 15 7  



Model Distillation



Model Distillation



Compare with SoTA models
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